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NONCOMMUTATIVE JORDAN DIVISION ALGEBRAS

BY

KEVIN McCRIMMONC)

Abstract. The structure theory for noncommutative Jordan algebras with chain

conditions leads to the following simple algebras: (I) division algebras, (II) forms of

nodal algebras, (III) algebras of generic degree two, (IV) commutative Jordan matrix

algebras, (V) quasi-associative algebras. The chain condition is always satisfied in a

division algebra, hence does not serve as a finiteness restriction. Consequently, the

general structure of noncommutative Jordan division algebras, even commutative

Jordan division algebras, is unknown. In this paper we will classify those non-

commutative Jordan division algebras which are forms of algebras of types (II)-(V);

this includes in particular all the finite-dimensional ones.

We begin by recalling some basic results about noncommutative Jordan rings.

We are interested only in simple rings, and simple rings can be considered as

algebras over their centroids, which are fields, so we restrict ourselves to algebras

over a field <I> (of arbitrary characteristic).

A noncommutative Jordan algebra 21 over <D is a linear algebra such that for any

*e9I the left and right multiplications by x and x2 commute: Lx, Rx, Lx*, Rx*

generate a commutative algebra of transformations on 91 (and such that this

continues to hold in any scalar extension Any such algebra determines [8] a

quadratic Jordan algebra 91+ with t/-operator

(1) Ux = LX(LX + Rx)-Lx* = RX(RX +LX) - Rx*.

An element x e 9X is invertible if there exists y e 91 with xy=yx=l, x2y=yx2 = x;

this is equivalent [5] to x being invertible in 91+ , or to Ux being an invertible

transformation. If all nonzero elements of 91 are invertible we say 91 is a noncom-

mutative Jordan division algebra; this is equivalent to 91+ being a quadratic Jordan

division algebra.

Our definition differs from the more usual one in which all Lx and Rx are required

to be invertible transformations. For finite-dimensional or, more generally,

algebraic algebras our condition is less restrictive. Also, it has the desirable property

that if 91 is an associative division algebra then any mutation 91<A) with product

x-y = kxy + {\ — \)yx is a noncommutative Jordan division algebra. For example,

if D is the division algebra of real quaternions then Q+ =Q<1,2> is a commutative

Jordan division algebra in our sense, but not in the usual one because of the
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presence of zero-divisors: i j=i(ij+ß)=0 for i,j the usual quaternion basis

elements.

According to the structure theory [5], [7], the simple noncommutative Jordan

algebras with d.c.c. (on inner ideals) are those of the form

(I) Noncommutative Jordan division algebras.

(II) Certain nondivision algebras of degree one in which all elements are

invertible or nilpotent.

(III) Degree two algebras 9t(g, S, x) = <De1 © <De2© 93 with multiplication

ef = et,   efij = 0,   etv = Sfa),   vet = Sj(v),

vw = Q(S2v, w)e1 + QiSiV, w)e2 + vxw     (v, w e 93)

where Q is a nondegenerate quadratic form on 93, Sx and S2 are linear transforma-

tions on 93, with S1 + S2 = I and Q(SiV, v) = Q(v) for all v e 93, and x is an alternate

bilinear product on 93 with vxv = 0, Q(v, v x w) = 0 for all v, w e 93.

(IV) Commutative Jordan matrix algebras §0£„, y) over a field of characteristic

#2, where n^2 and 2) is either (i) a sum A @ A° of anti-isomorphic associative

division algebras with exchange involution, (ii) an associative division algebra A

with involution (where if « = 2 we require §(A, *) generates A), (iii) a split quater-

nion algebra Q">2 with standard involution (only for n S: 3), (iv) a Cayley algebra ß

with standard involution (only for n = 3).

(V) Quasi-associative algebras £>(D„, y)(A) for n^2, in the center of D

with A + A*= 1, and where 5) is either (i) a sum A @ A° of anti-isomorphic asso-

ciative division algebras with exchange involution, (ii) an associative division

algebra A with involution of second kind.

Furthermore [9], in the finite-dimensional case the algebras of type (II) are

forms of nodal algebras (algebras Ql+9c where 9t is a nil subspace but not an

ideal):

(Ha) Forms of nodal algebras 9l(Fn, C) of characteristic p¥=0, 2 where W[Fn, C)

is the truncated polynomial ring Fn=Cl[z1,..., z„] (zf = 0) with multiplication

fg =f-g+fxg,     fx S = 2 cw ■ 8if 8iS,

where fg is the product in Fn, ctJ-e Fn satisfy and 8(/is the ordinary

partial derivative dfldxt.

(IIb) Forms of commutative nodal algebra 2t(-r, x ) = Ql + 9c of characteristic 2

with multiplication

zw = t(z, w)\ + zxw      (z, w e 9i)

where t is an alternate bilinear form and x an alternate product on 9S, t(z, z) = 0

and z x z = 0.

1. Forms of commutative Jordan algebras. If 91 is a form of a commutative

Jordan matrix algebra 9In = £>(®n, y) of type (IV) over a field Q of characteristic

#2, «ä2, then 91 too must be commutative over a field <D of characteristic ^2.

The results in this case are well known.
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Theorem 1. If the commutative Jordan division algebra 91 of characteristic ^2

is a form of a Jordan matrix algebra of type (IV) then 91 is isomorphic to one of

(0 A + ,
(ii) the space §(A, *), * an involution on A,

(iii) an exceptional division algebra 3(A, y) or 3(A, u, y, *) obtained from the

First or Second Tits Construction [10, pp. 507-509]

where A is an associative division algebra.

Proof. Consider first the special case. Suppose 91 is a commutative Jordan

division algebra with 9lQ = &(35„, y) for n ^ 2, D associative (where §(5), *) generates

D in case n = 2). By Martindale's Theorem [3, p. 141] 91fi is special and reflexive:

2tn = £>(su (9lri), w) for su (2In) the special universal envelope and n the main

involution. By universal nonsense [3, pp. 78-79] 9t = §(su (91), tt) is also special and

reflexive. Then [3, p. 166] either 2( = §(A, *) for A an associative division algebra

with involution (case (ii) above) or 9I = ^)(A 0 A*, *)^ A+ where A0A* is a

direct sum of two anti-isomorphic associative division algebras under the exchange

involution (case (i)).

Now consider the exceptional case. If 9tn = §(©3) for© a Cayley algebra then 9tn

(and hence 91) is a 27-dimensional exceptional algebra. All such are obtained from

the two Tits Constructions (see [1], [3, pp. 413-422], [11, p. 313]).

Conversely, if A is an associative division algebra such that An = Dn («^2) for

some extension Q, then 91 = A+ or ©(A, *) will be a Jordan division algebra which

is a form of D + or £0£>„, *) (in the latter case, when n = 2 we must require §(2), *)

generates 1) in order to get an algebra of type (IV)). Similarly, if A£2 = L23 for some

extension (so A has generic degree 3) then $(A, y) or u, y, *) can be defined

and is a form of £>(©3); the condition that it be a Jordan division algebra is that y

is not a generic norm of an element of A.

2. Forms of quasi-associative algebras. In this section we suppose 91 is a

noncommutative Jordan algebra which is quasi-associative, that is, a form of a

split quasi-associative algebra 1>'A) for D associative and A^. The results here will

be completely general, with no finiteness conditions. Modifying the arguments of

[6] to include characteristic 2, we have

Theorem 2. A noncommutative Jordan algebra over a field <P is quasi-associative

if and only if it is isomorphic to one of the following:
(i) ®w,

(ii) §(2><A), *) for * an involution of second kind on D with A + A* = 1,

where % is an associative algebra over <I> and A#-| an element in its center with

A(l - A) e 0.

Proof. Suppose 91 is quasi-associative. If 21 itself is associative, we have 91 = ®w

for 'S = 91 and A = 1. Otherwise, some associator [x, y, z]#0. Regard 91 as imbedded
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in 9Is = @(;o for & associative, A^ in S. Recall the formula

(2) [x,y,zf» = A(2A-l)[x,j,z] + (l-A)(2A-l)[z,7,x] + A(l-A)[x,j,zr

relating the associators

[x,y, z] = (xy)z-x(yz),

[x,y, z]W) = (x -Aj) -xz-x - Ay \Zh

and

[x, y, z]° = (x o y) o z-x o(joZ)

for x -Ay = \xy + (l-X)yx, x °y = xy+yx. Applying this to x, j, z e2Ic9ls = @<A),

we have [x, y, z] = [z, j, x] =0 by the associativity of @, so the fact that [x, y, z](A>

and [x, y, z]° belong to 91 if x,y,z do implies A(l — A) e 0. Let Q = $(A) and

<$> = {Mn}M where ii = A(2A-l)_1 satisfies 2Aii = A + ii. Then the general transitivity

relation

(3) {93(*>}w = 23(«°A)     (mOA=1-m-A + 2/xA)

for mutations shows 3ln = 9ln1) = = {9lHf)}(A) = ®(A>, where <£ = 9lnJ) is associative

because D c9l<?> =       = ©wo«) = @ js associative.

If Q = <D then 9I = T)(A) as in case (i). Suppose Q = <P + <I>A=<I>A + <t>(l — A) for

A(l — A) e 0 where A £ O; then D carries a nontrivial automorphism * of period two

given by A* = 1 — A, A + A* = 1 and this extends to an automorphism * <g> 1 of period

two on D(A) = 9lß = £2 <g> 91: (w ® a)* = (g> a. Since §(D, *) = <D we have £(9In, *)

= <p <g) 91 = 91, so the subalgebra of 9ln = ®w fixed by * is just 9l = £(S)w, *).

Furthermore,

y* = {AC2A-1)-1}* = A*(2A*-1)-! = (1-AX1-2A)"1

= (A-1X2A-1)"1 = {(2A-1)-A}(2A-1)"1 = l-y,

so in 5) = 9I^) we have (x ■ u y)* = y*x*y* + (\ —fi*)y*x* = (l-fi)x*y* + Liy*x*

=y* •„ x*; in other words, * is an involution of second kind on IB. This shows 91

is as in case (ii).

Conversely, suppose 91 is D(A) or £(1><A), *). Clearly 91 is a (split) quasi-associative

algebra in the first case; in the second, we have 3) = A£>("2), *) + (l — A)£(D, *)

(since A + A* = 1)^§(£>, *)a for Q=4>(A), so ®<A> = §(2), =%A> = £CB<A>, *)n = 9lß

and 91 is quasi-associative.

From this we obtain

Theorem 3. A noncommutative Jordan algebra over a field <I> is a quasi-associative

division algebra if and only if it is isomorphic to one of

(i) A<«
(ii) §(AW), *) for * an involution of second kind on A, with A +A* = 1,

where A is an associative division algebra over <D and an element in its center

with A(l — A) e <J>.
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Proof. It is easy to see such algebras (i), (ii) are noncommutative Jordan division

algebras (since 91+ is a quadratic Jordan division algebra of the form A+ or

§(A, *)). Conversely, if 9I = D<A) is a noncommutative Jordan division algebra then

9I+=D + is a quadratic Jordan division algebra; since invertibility in ID and D +

coincide, ® = A is an associative division algebra. Similarly, if 9X = £(D(A>, *) is a

division algebra so is 91+ =§(5), *). But by the Herstein-Kleinfeld-Osborn Theorem

[3, p. 166] this implies <D = A© A° (with exchange involution) or ® = A (with

involution) for A an associative division algebra, or else 1> = 02 is a split quaternion

algebra with standard involution. In the latter case the involution is of first kind, so

we can only have D = A © A° or D = A. The first of these leads back to (i); here

\ = fJL © (l -pf and §((A © A°)(A>, *)~ A<">. The second leads to (ii): £(A(A>, *).

3. Forms of algebras of degree 2. For the degree 2 algebras 9I(ß, S, x) of

type (III) the case of characteristic 2 must be treated separately. We begin with the

characteristic #2 case. A form of an algebra of generic degree 2 is itself of degree 2,

a2 - T(a)a + n(a) 1 = 0 for T, n the trace and norm. Here 91+ = O 1 + 33 is the Jordan

algebra of a quadratic form Q on 33, 33 being the space of elements of trace zero,

with T(a) = 2a, n(a) = a2—Q(v) for a = al+i; (v e 33). The noncommutative

product is determined by the rule that 1 acts as identity and vw = v-w+vxw for

v, we 93, where v-w = ^(vw + wv)=^{Q(v + w) — Q(v)— Q(w)}l =a(v, w)\ is a sym-

metric bilinear form with a(v, v) = Q(v) and ex w = ^(vw—wv) an alternate bilinear

product on 33. Flexibility implies v■ [v, w] = [v, v■ w] = 0 for v, we 93, or a(v, vxw)

= 0. By linearization, a(u xw,v) = o(v, uxw)= — a(u, vxw) = a(u, wxv) and a is

associative. (Conversely, if <j is associative then a(v, vxw) = a(vx v, w) = 0.)

Theorem 4. Let <D be a field of characteristic ^2. The noncommutative Jordan

algebras of generic degree 2 are precisely the algebras 91(<r, x)=d>l-|-S3 where

multiplication is given by

vw = o(v, w)l+vxw     (v, w e 33)

where vxw is an alternate product on 33, vxv — 0, and a is a symmetric associative

bilinear form on 93, a(u x v, w) = a(u, v x w). 91(<r, x) is a division algebra if and only

if the quadratic form Q(v) = a(v, v) does not represent 1 or 0.

Indeed, 91 is a division algebra if and only if n(a)^0 for a^O, or Q(v)=£a2 does

not represent a square unless v = 0, a = 0, and this is equivalent to saying Q does not

represent 1 or 0.

Now we turn to the characteristic 2 case. Suppose 91 is a form of an algebra

91(0, S, x) of type (III). Then 91 is of degree 2, a2-T(a)+ Q(a)l =0, where T(a)

= Q(a, 1) is not identically zero since Q(a, b) is nondegenerate. Therefore we can

choose t e 91 with T(t) = 1. (Note F(l) = 2=0 in the characteristic 2 case, and also

Q(a, a) = 2Q(a) = 0.) Thus we have 1,4 with ß(l, 1)= ß(r, 0 = 0, ß(l,0=l.

Splitting off this hyperbolic subspace, we can write 91= Ol © <5>t © 33 for

93 = 0; I Q(\,v)=Q{t,v) = Q}. Clearly t2 = T{t)t+Q{t)\=t + r\ for r=Q(t). The
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other multiplications are not so easy to establish. (Things would be much simpler

if we could take t to be an idempotent, as in 9I(ß, S, x) = O^ © <t>e2 © 93, but we

are working with the general nonsplit case.)

First, we claim /93c93. By flexibility, t ° tv = t(t o v). Now t ° v = T(t)v + T(v)t

+ Q(t,v)\=v, so t(t°v) = tv, and t ° tv = T(t)tv + T(tv)t+ Q(t, tv)\ =tv + T(tv)t

+ Q(t, tv)\. Thus 0(1, tv)t+ Q(t, tv)\ =0, and by directness ß(l, tv)=Q(t, tv) = 0,

which means tv e S3. Thus L( induces a linear transformation S on S3, and from

(»» = swe have Lt + Rt = I:

tv = S(v),   vt = (I-S)(v)      (v e 93).

For v, w e 93 write

(4) iw = /(y, w)l +g(v, w)t + vxw

where /, g are bilinear forms and vxw a bilinear product on 93. From v2 = T(v)v

+ 0001 = 0001 we see

/(y, v) = ß(»),  g(r, y) = 0,   v x v = 0     (» e 93).

As before, flexibility gives Q(v, w)v = v{T(v)w + T(w)v + Q(v, w)\} = v(v ° w) = v ° vw

= T(v)vw + T(vw)v+ Q(v, vw)l =T(vw)v+ Q(v, vw)\. Since by (4), T(vw)=g(v, w),

Q(v, vw) = Q(v, v x w), we obtain

g{v, w) = Q(v, w),   Q(v, vxw) = 0     (v,we 93).

Similarly,

Q(vw, t)l + T(vw)t + vw+ Q(tw, v)l = t ° vw + v ° tw = t(v ° w) + v(t ° w)

= Q(v, w)t + vw

by flexibility; identifying coefficients of 1 we obtain Q(vw, t)= Q(tw, v). But

Q(vw, t)=f(v, w) by (4), and tw = S(w), so f(v, w)= Q(Sw, v). This establishes the

first part of

Theorem 5. Let $ be a field of characteristic 2. 91 is a noncommutative Jordan

algebra of generic degree 2 with nonzero trace if and only if 91 is an algebra

2l(ß, S, x, t)= 0)1 © <Dr © 93 with multiplication

t2 = t+r\      (t = Q(t), 1 = T(t)),

tv = S(v),      vt = (I-S)(v),

vw = Q(v, Sw)\ + Q(v, w)t + v x w     (v, w e 93)

where Q is a quadratic form, S a linear transformation, and vxw an alternate

bilinear product on 93 satisfying Q(Sv, v)= Q(v) and Q(v, v x w) = 0 for all v, w e 93.

9I(ß, S, x , t) is a division algebra if and only if Q does not represent 1,0, or any

y2 + y+r for y e <D.
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The converse is straightforward: 9t has generic degree 2, with T(a\+ßt + v) = ß

and N(al +ßt + v) = a2 + aß + ß2r+Q(v), and is flexible (it suffices if a° ab = a(a° b)

for a, oe<Dr + 93, which reduces to N(a, b) = T(a)T(b) + T(ab) and N(ab,a)

= T(b)N(a) for such a and b, and these can be verified using T(vw) = Q(v, w),

N(vw, v)=Q, N(wv, t)=Q(tv, w), Q(tv, v)=Q(v)).

The condition N(a)^0 for aj^O that 91 be a division algebra becomes Q(v)=£a2

+ aß + ß2r unless a = ß = v = 0. If ß = 0 this means Q(v)=/=a2, or Q does not represent

1 or 0; if ß^O it means {ajß)2-\-{ajß) + T $ £>(93). Thus the necessary and sufficient

condition that 91 be a division algebra is that Q represent neither 1, 0, nor any

y2 + y + r for y e <D.

4. Forms of nodal algebras. Once again the characteristic 2 case must be

handled separately. We consider first type (Ha).

Theorem 6. Let <j> be a field of characteristic p^0,2. A noncommutative Jordan

algebra 91 is a division algebra form of a nodal algebra 9t(Fn, C) of type (Ha) if and

only if% is an algebra 91(2, D) which is obtained from a purely inseparable extension

field 2 = tf>(;c1,..., xn) of <I> of exponent 1, xf = at e <I>, by means of the product

xy = x-y + xxy,      xxy = 2 d^-d^x-djy,

where x-y is the commutative associative product in 2, 8^8/8x1 denotes partial

derivation with respect to xu and dif e 2 satisfy dtj + du = 0.

Proof. We follow a standard argument [12, pp. 143-147]. Since 91n = 9I(Fn, C)

= £21+9i is nodal for some Q if 9( is a form of an algebra of type (IIa), 9I„ is

associative and therefore 91+ is too. Thus 91+ is a commutative associative division

algebra, i.e. an ordinary field 2. Any xe9t has the form x = co\+z for w e O,

ze9? in 9ln, hence xv = oy"\ +zp = wv\ e9t n Q1=D1, and mp = ae OX This shows

2 is purely inseparable of exponent 1, so we can find generators xu ..., xn with

xf = <Xj e <5 such that the monomials xfi.xen« (0^et<p) form a basis for 2 over

d>. Then, as in [12, p. 144], multiplication in 91 is given by xy = x-y + xxy for x-y

=i(xy+yx) the ordinary product in 91+ =2 and xxy = \[x,y] = Dx{y) given by

X x y = 2 di, • Six ■ djy      (du + d„ = 0)

for certain coefficients dtj e 2. Conversely, every such algebra 91(2, D) is a non-

commutative Jordan algebra which is a division algebra since 91(2, P)+=2, and

is a form of 91(Fn, C) since 22 = 2 (g> 2=2[zl5..., zn] = Fn where z(=l®x«

— a}1" (gi 1 (note that this actually implies c^ifo, z,]=:2-[xi, x,] = dil).

Remark. It is more difficult to give conditions under which such an algebra

will be central. It is not hard to show the center of 91(2, D) is the set of z such that

zx2I = 0, i.e. A, = 0. The above 91 will be central if and only if 9In is simple. How-

ever, no necessary and sufficient conditions on the coefficients cXj in 91(Fn, C)

= £2[Zi,..., zn] = Ql +9c (zf = 0) are known in order that it be simple. Writing
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cw = o£jJ +ztj (o£W e Q, ztj e 91) it is clearly necessary that at least one au^0 so that

yt is not a subalgebra (consequently a nil ideal).

It is also easy to see it is sufficient if the determinant det (atJ) of the coefficients is

nonzero (which is possible only if n is even, since the matrix (aiy) is skew). Indeed,

since a->a" is a homomorphism on 9I(Fn, C)+ we have {det (at,)}p = det (afy)

= det (cfj) = {det (cu)}" so that if the matrix {ai}) has nonzero determinant, so does

the matrix (ctJ). To prove 9t(F„, C) is simple in this case, we must show there is no

proper 9t(Fn, C)+-subspace 93 with 91 (Fn, C) x 93 <= 93 (equivalently, 1)^(93) <= 93

for k =],..., n). If (fl"iy) is the inverse of (cu) then for all xe93 the element

2k dik ■ DZlc(x) = f/jfc • cfcy • 8/a:) = 8((x) would belong to the invariant subspace 93

for i=\,..., n. But then 93 would be invariant under the partial derivatives dt,

and this implies 93 = 0 or 93 = 9t(F„, C) because if x#0 in 93 has nonzero coefficient

a of z{i.z£» then      • ■dkn(x) = ak1\- ■ -kn\ 1 +z is invertible and in 93, forcing

93 = 9I(.F,I, C). This sufficiency condition is due to L. Kokoris [4, p. 491]. From the

work of J. Goldman [2] it is known the condition is not necessary.

We now turn to case (lib).

Theorem 7. Let <J> be a field of characteristic 2. A noncommutative Jordan algebra

91 is a form of an algebra 9I(t, x) of type (lib) if and only if ft is an algebra 91(<r, x)

= <D1 © 93 with product

vw = a(v, w)l +v x w     (v,w e 93)

where c is a (not necessarily alternate) symmetric bilinear form and vxw an alternate

bilinear product on 93.

91(<7, x) is a form of a nodal algebra if and only if a(v xw, vxw)^a(v, w)2

+ a(v, v)o(w, w). 9I(ct, x ) is a division algebra if and only if a(v, v) does not represent

1 or 0.

Proof. Suppose first 91 is a form of an algebra of type (lib), 9In = 9l(t, x) = Ql

+ 9?. Since we have a2 = u>2\ e £21 for any a = col +z in 91n, we have a2= Q(a)l e Ol

for any a e 91. Here Q is a quadratic form on 91 with values in O such that Q(a, b)l

= {Q(a + b)-Q(a)-Q(b)}l=(a + b)2-a2-b2 = ab + ba = 2ab = 0 by commutativity

in characteristic 2.

Write 91 = Ol © 93 where 93 is any vector-space complement of 01, and let E, F

be the corresponding projections on 01 and 93. Here

vw = a(v, w)l + vxw     (v, w e 93)

for a(v, w)l =E(vw) and v x w = F(vw) e 93. Clearly <j(v, w) is a O-bilinear form on

93, which is symmetric since 91 is commutative, and vxw is a. bilinear product.

From v2 = o(v, v)\+vxv= Q(v) 1 we conclude

o(v, v) = Q(v), !)x!)=0,

so vxw is alternate.
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Conversely, we claim any such 9t = 9l(o-, x) is a form of an 9f(r, x). Note that

9X is commutative and a2=Q(a)l for any a e 91, and these remain valid in any

extension 9In. If we take O. to be the algebraic closure of d> then in 91^ we may write

any element as a = u>l+z for oj= Q(a)112, in which case z2 = (a — m\)2 = a2 — o>2l

= ß(a)l-ß(a)l=0. Thus 9In = 01+9c where W = {z \ z2 = 0} = {z \ ß(z) = 0} is a

subspace since Q(z+w)= ß(z) + Q(w). From this we see as before that 91n = 91(r, x)

where zw=t(z, w)l+zxw (z, w e 9i) with t and zxw both alternate (because

z2 = 0forze9c).

The algebras 9t(r, x) = £21 + 9c are always almost-nil; we claim such an algebra

is nodal if and only if the form Q does not permit composition, Q(ab)^Q(a)Q(b)

(a2=Q(a)l). Indeed, since 9c = {z | ß(z) = 0} the relation Q(ab)= Q(a)Q(b) would

imply the subspace 9c was closed under products, hence an ideal, and 9I(t, x)

would not be nodal. Conversely, if 91(t, x) is not nodal, so 9i is an ideal, then for

a = a\+z, b = ßl+w we have ab = aß\+v (v = aw+ßz + zw e 9c) so Q(ab) = (aß)2

= a2ß2=Q(a)Q(b).

Thus 9t = 9t((T, x) will be a form of a nodal algebra 9tn = 9t(r, x) unless Q(ab)

= Q(a)Q(b) on 91 (hence §tQ). We want to rephrase this in terms of c For a = al +v,

b=ßl + w, ab = {aß + a(v, w)}l +{aw+ßv + v x w} we have

Q{ab) = a2ß2 + a(v, w)2 + a2 Q(w) + ß2 Q{v) + Q(v x w)

= {«2 + Q{v)W + Q(w)} + °(P, w)2 + Q(v x w)   Q(v) Q(w)

= Q(a) Q(b) + °(v, W)2 + a(v x w, v x w) + a(v, v)a(w, w),

so 9I(r, x) will be nodal unless

a(v xw,vxw) = a(v, v)a(w, w) + a(v, w)2.

Since a2=ß(a)l for ß(al +v) = a2 + o(v, v), it is clear that 9I(ct, x) is a division

algebra if and only if Q(a) + 0 for a # 0, which means Q(v) a2 unless a = v = 0, or

equivalently Q(v) = a(v, v) does not represent 1 or 0.

Remark. Nodality of 91(t, x) is also equivalent to t^O, but since r is not the

extension of a (9£ need not be the extension of 83) this condition is not so easily

translated into a condition on a.

Also notice the formal similarity between these algebras 9I(a, x) and the 9I(o-, x)

of Theorem 4; in some ways these characteristic 2 nodal algebras are traceless

versions of degree 2 algebras (a2 — T(a)a+ Q(a)l =0 becomes a2= ß(a)l in charac-

teristic 2 when T=0).
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